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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is presenting a new advanced hardware/software system, boasting two main
features: first it performs real time tracking of workers’ routes in construction sites; then it implements an
algorithm for preventing workers to be involved in hazardous situations. This research step is part of a wider
ongoing research concerning the development of a new generation of advanced construction management
systems, allowing for real-time monitoring and coordination of tasks, automatic health and safety
management, on-site delivering of technical information, capture of as-built documentation. Exploiting the
high accuracy provided by the UWB system responsible for position tracking and successfully tested in
previous research, our software interface is able to graphically reproduce (and store) the travel patterns of
workers. Moreover, it constantly checks if they are accessing hazardous areas, using an algorithm based on a
predictive approach: it is conceived to predict in advance whether any worker is approaching a forbidden
area, in fact performing virtual fencing. This approach could be easily extended to other applications, too.
Some preliminary tests simulated in the DACS laboratory are described and the obtained results discussed.
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1.

Introduction

It is well accepted that construction sites’ management is a very tough task, due to a number of reasons
(Naticchia et al. 2005): they are custom designed, they host the realization of very complex building projects,
involving thousands of parts and components, and changes of design plans at construction time are not
uncommon. Hence, human resource and facility management would need a continuous monitoring, in order
to be correctly performed. In addition, their organization is very strongly related with health and safety
objectives. Considering that coordinators for health and safety matters at the construction level cannot
always attend construction works while they are ongoing, it can be inferred that the practical application of
the prescriptions required by the health and safety plan (according to European Council Directive
92/57/EEC) are left to workers. In addition, also coordinator’s enduring presence on construction sites
would not be adequate to prevent accidents in very large sites, as not capable of ubiquitous control. This
situation often leads to scarce application of health and safety requirements, that could be the cause of
dramatic accidents.
However, a set of recently marketed technologies could provide the necessary background for
developing a new generation of real-time construction management systems, which can be seamlessly
integrated into the actual arrangement of the construction work (Abderrahim et al. 2005). The two main
kinds of technologies are: on one side, accurate tracking technologies, that could provide in real time the
position of all workers present in a construction site; on the other side, tools for behaviour capture, used to
model and then predict assets’ behaviour, in order to infer what is going to happen.
The good aspect of tracking technologies is that some of them are very accurate, and are able to track
workers by just equipping them with such small embedded tags, that they do not interfere with ongoing
activities. It obviously needs a system setup to cover all the area of interest. Considering that they will give
back in real time the position of every employed resource, then it could be interfaced with a system having
the task of predicting what is going to happen and analyze if it could trigger some dangerous situations. It
would have the advantage of improving presently adopted approaches for safety management and
optimizing resource usage and working efficiency at the same time. The tools developed for behavioural
model capture would have the task of discerning dangerous situations in advance.
This paper concerns a feasibility study of a pro-active system for health and safety management in
construction sites, fully described in paragraph 3, and mainly composed by two parts: the first performing
real-time position tracking, while the second providing real-time prediction of risky events. The results
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obtained from preliminary experimental tests performed in our laboratories will be described and discussed
to plan further steps.
2.

State of the Art

Despite mobile computing for production management has already been developed and reliably applied
to manufacturing (Fuller et al. 2002, Brewer et al. 1999), it is almost completely missing in construction sites,
due to its outdoor, heterogeneous and highly evolving nature. Some preliminary results have been obtained
in construction sites through the application of standard outdoor position tracking technologies. Some
researchers have developed a mechatronic helmet, equipped with a GPS antenna and a bidirectional
communication system for workers’ safety control (Abderrahim et al. 2005). A lot of efforts have been made
to explain the main advantages that would be pursued with the adoption of mobile computing (Rebolj et al.
2001). Among them, the most important ones, devoted to the field of construction management, are: supply
delivery records and progress updates directly at the jobsite; rapid communication and collaboration
throughout the entire project life cycle, from financing and planning through engineering and design,
procurement, construction, and facility management; systems that provide construction teams with a projectspecific extranet, whereby remote team members can access up-to-date documents.
For that reasons, the main efforts have been directed towards mobile computing technologies
development and resource tracking. Within the first field of research there are some very valuable works: an
integrated RFID and GPS technology for the purpose of tracking highly customized prefabricated
components and avoiding delays in construction (Ergen et al. 2007); embedding RFID tags in building
components to store design data, which can be passed to the people in charge of maintenance during its
operational phase (Cheng et al. 2007); efficiency improvement of tool tracking and availability increase by
using RFID tags (Gajamani et al. 2007).
On the other side, there have been several attempts to develop systems for continuous resource
monitoring, adopting a wide range of technologies, from Rfid to GPS. However, the only one that was
shown to be really capable of providing good performances for very complex places, resulted to be Ultra
Wide Band: fieldwork tracking in an iron made construction showed a position accuracy significantly better
than 1 m (Teizer et al. 2007), the same happened for reinforced concrete made construction buildings
(Giretti et al. 2008). It suggests that this technology would be very suitable for safety management, were
accurate localization is critical to avoid workers’ access into hazardous areas, to perform collision avoidance,
to prevent falls from height and a number of accidents. Other research is facing the problem from a higher
perspective: for example, a Project called “SightSafety” has the main aim of developing innovative and
proactive systems for automated collision detection avoidance, which is part of a more ambitious project
regarding health and safety management in constructions sites (Riaz et al. 2006). Very interesting is the two
tier software system the authors have developed, whose business logic has been designed to recognize
whether dangerous situations take place. It is also stated that the higher the position accuracy, the better the
system performs its tasks. That remarks the importance of using some very accurate location systems like
UWB.
Therefore, now big interest is focused on how tracking systems could be interfaced with software
systems to recognize dangerous situations and which kind of algorithms should be developed to pursue this
last objective. Among all the tested approaches, there is one attempt consisting in recording time series paths
(derived from UWB tracking), in order to identify those ones which are safer by the frequency workers pass
across them and then signal when some workers would choose a not safe path (Teizer et al. 2008). This
approach is very similar to what proposed in other fields of research, where algorithms for behavioural
models are developed: they were used to forecast workers’ behaviour, in order to perform risk avoidance in
advance with respect to the time when risky situations are experienced (Wang et al. 2004): thus, alert
messages may precede dangers. Our paper rises from such considerations and tries to propose a first
software application for virtual fencing of dangerous areas in construction. It laid the basis for further
development about the production of the final system release, to be installed and tested in real construction
sites.
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3.

The New Proactiive System

3.1 Overalll Description
Figurre 1-a providees a scheme off the system under
u
developm
ment, that willl be made up of some harddware
sub-system
ms, interfaced with a softwaare application
n for whole management.
m
I is expectedd that trackingg very
It
complex and
a large consstruction sitess will be perfo
ormed by installing several UWB sub-networks, conneected
to one serrvice applicatio
on, implemen
nting a software tool for daata and logic management.
m
I this first period
In
of research
h we are focuusing on health
h and safety, while
w
other features will be added later (ee.g. providing “ondemand” information to personnel operating on
n site, automaatically produucing “as-builtt” documentaation,
ng real-time management
m
evven through remote contro
ol), and exploitting the same UWB localization
performin
system. This application software is thought to implement
i
a three
t
tier soft
ftware architeccture for real--time
or, localization
n, communicaation,
construction managemeent (Figure 1-b). The loweest level impllements senso
inference and data maanagement logics. The miiddle level “b
business logiccs” implemen
nts high level task
oriented functionalities
fu
nd how managging virtual fen
ncing or collission avoidancee tools, includded in
(e.g. when an
the lowestt level, transfeerring those ddata to the higgh level appliccation modulees, according to
t users’ requuests).
The appliccation layer (h
highest level) customizes general business logic functtionalities to specific
s
appliccation
domain, such
s
as health
h and safety m
management. In this paperr we will focuus first on deevelopment of
o the
inference API,
A and then
n on the relatio
p
trackiing module, which
w
is part of
o the
onship betweeen it and the position
localization API.

b)
a)
S
on of the pro-aactive system logic
l
(a) and three-tier
t
softw
ware system im
mplemented in
n the
Figure 1. Schematizatio
Service Application (b).
(
Then
n, a preliminarry user graphicc interface forr the visualizattion of the traacked tags willl be presentedd. For
the purpose of this prelliminary studyy, it was decideed to develop a tool for thee preventing workers
w
accesss into
previouslyy defined dan
ngerous areas. The algorith
hm is fully deescribed in paaragraph 3.3, while the graaphic
interface for
f input inserrtion and visuualization is sh
hown in Figurre 2-a. It is suubdivided into six areas: tagg-user
configurattion, acceptingg user inputs and storing correspondenc
c
ce with their IDs;
I
uploadin
ng map image; size
and map insertion in the reference system of thee monitored area;
a
not acceessible area co
onfigurations,, that
requires th
he insertion of the coordinaates of the areea to be not accessed;
a
map visualization; connection to the
UWB traccking system (ddefined in thee same geograp
phic system).
3.2 System’’s Expected Perfformances and P
Previous Researchh
Previious experimeental tests ledd in the constrruction site sh
hown in Figuure 2-b and 2--c, let us concclude
that UWB
B tracking sysstems can perrform very acccurate locatio
on tracking att least until reeinforced con
ncrete
structure’ss erection (Giiretti et al. 20008). Using juust four receivvers and equip
pping every resource
r
with 1 W
tags, it was possible to monitor
m
a 5000 m2 large con
nstruction areaa. Hence UW
WB overcomes the limits of GPS,
which wass not able to trrack indoor.
Insteead, a differen
nt and more iintense configguration for UWB
U
receiverrs will be neccessary to perrform
monitorin
ng when masonry buildings are monitored. In any casee, it came out that UWB traacking is very good
for trackin
ng from the beginning
b
of tthe constructio
on progress, until
u
structuree frame is buiilt. Hence it would
w
be able to support severral automatedd features (e.g. collision avoiidance, virtuall fencing).
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a)

c)
ware system (aa) and the two
o progress stagges of the con
nstruction site
Figure 2. Grraphic interfacce of the softw
used for UWB
U
testing (b, c).
3.3 Predictive Approach
A
to Rissk Management
It is gen
nerally stated that, when ccoping with risky situation
ns, it is neceessary to adop
pt a predictivve
approach (Waang et al. 20004). An intelliggent approach
h is always neecessary to ch
heck risky eveents in advancce
and render warning
w
signalls with suitab
ble timing forr workers, in order to preevent bad con
nsequences. In
I
addition, the high polling frequency
f
of U
UWB technollogy (from 1 to 60 Hz) sho
ould be explo
oited to processs
b providing alerting
a
signalls in real-time.. We think that
real-time dataa and properlyy manage thosse situations by
two basic inteelligent approaches are avaiilable to manaage those situaations, whose classification
n is valid also in
i
the particular case of virtuaal fencing of ddangerous areaas, consideredd for the purpo
oses of this paaper:
1. a determ
ministic appro
oach, that preedicts dangero
ous situations starting from
m the actual ro
oute stepped by
b
workerrs;
2. a probaabilistic appro
oach, which ccould be basedd on probabillistic models (e.g. Bayesian
n Networks), to
t
perform
m knowledge capture first aand inference processing laater, in order to
t predict firstt the route that
every monitored
m
wo
orker is goingg to follow an
nd then wheth
her this path is expected to lead towardds
risky sittuations (How
wden et al. 20003).
In this paper,
p
we havee chosen to an
nalyze the firstt approach, evven if the seco
ond one will be
b studied soo
on
later, within the
t next reseaarch step. Hence, we are proposing
p
a fiirst predictivee method to manage
m
risks in
i
real-time.
The softtware applicattion interfacedd with the UW
WB tracking syystem implem
ments an algoriithm for virtuual
fencing. Its main
m
objectivee is checking risks in advan
nce, in order to warning endangered
e
op
perators beforre
they could bee harmed. Forr that purpose, the first step
p is discerningg and localizin
ng where danggerous areas arre
placed. They could be tho
ose areas weree presence off workers is not
n allowed (ee.g. close to scaffolding
s
no
ot
h protections against fallin
ng), which maay be selectedd directly from
m the site layo
out, during th
he
equipped with
design stage. There could also be the possibility th
hose areas aree dynamicallyy changing: in
n case collisio
on
med, one objecct could be prrocessed as th
he area not to be entered an
nd
avoidance bettween two asssets is perform
the other onee as the operattor moving th
hroughout thee construction site. Hence th
his first step is
i critical, bein
ng
the basic tooll for further applications.
a
T
The main assumptions made for this firrst technologiic developmen
nt
are:
- the dan
ngerous area iss static and itss location know
wn in advancee;
- risks must
m be predictted before theey take place.
The gen
neral approacch followed iin order to pursue this objective con
nsists in surrrounding everry
forbidden areea by a “warn
ning” strip (in our drawingss, the dangero
ous area is usuually red colouured, while th
he
warning strip is yellow, likee in the follow
wing Figure 5-aa). Warning sttrip’s thicknesss must be sizeed according to
t
s
param
meter was assuumed to be fixxed at 0.5 m//s,
tag frequencyy and to averaage operators’ speed. This second
while the firstt was sized thrrough adequatte testing (parragraph 4.1).
In this way,
w the algorrithm is able to check the behaviour off operators wh
ho have alreaady entered th
he
yellow area, in
i order to understand
u
wh
hether they are
a approachin
ng dangers. Figure
F
3 betteer explains ouur
algorithm’s lo
ogic. It first checks
c
whetheer any operattor has alreaddy entered thee red dangero
ous area: in th
he
5
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positive caase a red alarm
m is sent, otheerwise no alarrms at all are sent
s
and the algorithm
a
checks if the opeerator
has entereed the yellow
w surroundingg strip. If thiss is true, then
n its present position is co
ompared with
h the
previous one
o (recorded in the previouus time step) and a warningg alarm is sentt in case he haas got closer to the
border lin
ne; in the op
pposite case tthe whole prrocedure is repeated.
r
It iss straightforw
ward that traccking
operators’’ movement within
w
the yello
ow strip is crittical for this ap
pplication.

Figure 3. The
T algorithm’s logic
4.

Expeerimental Caampaign

4.1 Prelimiinary tests
The experimental
e
osed and evaluuating whetheer the
campaign wass aimed at valiidating the alggorithm propo
UWB systtem adopted is enough fo
or the applicaation we are suggesting in
n the field of health and safety
s
managemeent. All the tests
t
have been performedd in the laboratories of th
he Departmen
nt of Architeecture
Constructiion and Strucctures (DACS) of the Polyttechnic Univeersity of Marcche. They havve been planned in
such a way
w to be ratther represen
ntative of thee actual situaations expecteed in construuction sites. Two
experimen
ntal phases havve been carrieed out:
- the first one to validate
v
the siimplified verssion of our allgorithm, andd to infer how
w thick shouldd the
yello
ow warning sttrip be aroundd the red area;
- the second one to validate tthe final releease of the proposed
p
algo
orithm and conclude abouut its
reliaability.
The first set of exxperiments sim
mulated the prresence of a not
n accessible area in a con
nstruction site, and
o implement a reduced verssion of the co
ontrol algorith
hm, made up of just the fiirst part, signaalling
wanted to
when a wo
orker accessedd the dangerouus area. For th
hat reasons, we
w measured th
he gap betweeen the time wh
hen a
resource crosses
c
the bo
order line and the time when
n the softwaree alerts about that. Four UW
WB receivers have
been placed far from the corners o
of one (3.7x44) m large redd area (Figuree 4-b). Our hardware/soft
h
tware
nterfacing thee UWB system’s hub to
o our softwarre application
n tool (developed in JavvaTM
system, in
environmeent) and impllementing thee algorithm off Figure 3, waas setup. Then
n one of our collaboratorss was
equipped with
w a 1 Hz tag
t and was assked to enter repeatedly
r
thee red area following the thrree paths of Figure
F
4-a. Measuures were repeated 8 timess for each path
h and it camee out that the application to
ool is able to send
warning siignals (Figuree 4-c) within a maximum distance
d
of 1.22 m beyond the
t border line, with an aveerage
distance gap
g of 0.7 m frrom it. Hencee a warning strrip slightly widder than 1.5 m should be planned
p
around the
red area with
w 1 Hz tagss, in order to fface also rare events (e.g. some tag burstts are missingg to more than
n one
receiver an
nd position is computed in the next iteration, in fact postponing alerrt signals).
Figurre 4-c shows one
o of the redd alarm signalss sent by the application
a
sofftware after th
he boy simulatting a
worker paassed beyond the border lline (Figure 4-d).
4
Our systtem worked very
v
well at th
his stage, witth no
failures, being the gap determined juust by the tim
me required by
b the UWB system
s
to upddate tags’ locaation,
which is inversely
i
prop
portional to itts frequency. Hence, in thee following teest, a 1.7 m th
hick warning strip
around th
he red area waas drawn on tthe laboratoryy’s floor (Figuure 5-a), simullating the strip
p inside which
h the
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algorithm cheecks resource’’s behaviour b
before sendin
ng a warning signal,
s
which depends on his
h intention to
t
get closer to the
t border linee.
a

b

c

d

Figure 4. Red
R area posittion and the th
hree paths useed for the 1st experimental
e
p
phase
(a);one receiver (b);
screeenshot of thee application sending
s
a red alarm signal (c,
( d).
4.3 Validation of the algorithm
m’s logic
After haaving arrangedd our laboratoory as depictedd in Figure 5-aa, one of our colleagues waas asked to steep
the three path
hs shown in fiigure, in orderr to collect 10 measures for each of them
m and check fo
or errors. Threee
types of poten
ntial errors for the system h
have been prelliminarily disccerned:
- absencee of alarms: th
he system does not send alaarms, even if itt should do.
- false reed alarm: the system send reed alarm even if the worker is again in thee warning strip
p;
- false warning
w
alarmss: the system ssend a warnin
ng alarm even
n if the workerr is not gettin
ng closer to th
he
border line.
One diff
fferent set of tests has been performed for each path
h in Figure 5-a. For path no. 1, no falsse
alarms have been
b
collected. For path no.. 2 just one errror of type 1 has
h been colleected (due to the
t low tag ratte
of 1 Hz, that did not allow
w to monitor tthe worker tw
wice before acccessing the redd area). For path
p
no. 3 threee
n collected, wh
hich were theen shown to be
b due to inteerfering objectts very close to
t
errors of typee 1 have been
receiver no. 2.
2 Figure 5-b shows the grraphic interfacce sending a warning
w
“yello
ow” alarm, duue to a workeer
approaching the
t border line.
From th
hose results it was
w concludedd that the algo
orithm’s logic is correct andd works propeerly, just in casse
location meaasures are acccurate. The ddifferent perfo
ormances obsserved amongg the several measures waas
dependent jusst on the randdom variation of location measures,
m
prop
per of the UW
WB system. In order to betteer
explain that concept,
c
the worst
w
case for the system waas experimentted: as in Fig 5-c,
5 one of ouur collaboratorrs
was asked to walk parallel to the bordeer line. It cam
me out that evvery measure was affected by one or tw
wo
he standard lo
ocalization acccuracy of UW
WB system, wh
hose measures are random
mly
errors of typee 3, due to th
varying aroun
nd the real vaalue within a 00.3 m distancce. Due to thaat, the system
m could send false
f
alarms. In
I
order to reduce that possib
bility, two apprroaches couldd be followed:
- increasiing tags’ frequuency, hence rreducing the yellow
y
strip’s thickness
t
and the probabilitty that a workeer
could walk
w parallel to
o the border liine;
- reducin
ng random vaariation aroun
nd the real value,
v
through
h the use of statistically fiiltered trackin
ng
measurres.
5.

Conclussions and Fu
uture Researcch

In the preliminary
p
anaalyses carried out in this paper, the perfformances of a virtual fenccing applicatio
on
tool have beeen simulated. Tests perform
med in our laaboratories sh
howed that ouur deterministtic algorithm is
rather reliablle to perform
m virtual fen
ncing of dan
ngerous areas, using a prredictive apprroach. Furtheer
amendments will be necessary to face aalso dynamic and
a evolving environmentss like construcction sites, that
will require to integrate our tool witthin a higherr software levvel for behavvioural modeelling of thosse
environmentss. In any case this tool is alm
most ready to
o be applied in
n static contexxts where colliision avoidancce
between resouurces must bee performed.
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Figure 5.
5 Laboratory setup for testting algorithm’s reliability (aa), screenshot of the spatial reasoning AP
PI’s
virttual fencing to
ool (b) and path no. 4 (c).
The few false alarm
ms encounterred could be solved
s
by ado
opting two am
mendments: filtering localization
mitted by UWB
B system arouund the real position;
p
usingg tags
data, that will minimizee the random variation adm
ning strip’s widdth and increaase the algoritthm’s
with a higgher frequencyy, that would allow to decreease the warn
reliability.
Finallly, other prob
babilistic tech
hniques will be
b developed, to strengthen
n predictive capabilities
c
off this
application
n.
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